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A Gangbusters December
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OTAL NONFARM PAYROLL EMPLOYMENT increased by 312,000
in December, and the unemployment rate rose to 3.9 percent, the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics reported last week. Job gains occurred in health
care, food services and drinking places, construction, manufacturing, and
retail trade.
It looks like the U.S. economy isn’t slowing as much as feared, contrary
to the pessimists that have been driving down stock prices, while driving up
bond prices, so that the 10-year Treasury bond yield is now 2.65 percent, and
conforming 30-year ﬁxed mortgage rates are at 3.875 percent with a one point
origination fee for the best credit holders.
Health-care providers hired 50,000 people, professional ﬁrms ﬁlled 43,000
positions, manufacturers added 32,000 jobs, construction ﬁrms’ payrolls rose by
32,000, and restaurants hired 41,000 additional workers.
The unemployment rate, meanwhile, rose to 3.9 percent from a 49-year
low of 3.7 percent. The percentage of working-age Americans in the labor force
climbed to a one-and-a-half-year high as more people looked for jobs. That is a
good sign since it means people think more jobs are available.
Strong hiring has also given workers more bargaining power. The amount of
money the average worker earns climbed eleven cents or 0.4 percent to $27.48
an hour last month.
Who says the housing market is dead, as well? These low interest rates
will stimulate more borrowing and home buying. And, Fed Chairman Jerome
Powell indicated the Fed would be ﬂexible about raising interest rates this year
at a recent conference, saying, “We will be patient as we watch to see how the
economy evolves” given the low inﬂation outlook.
The employment report contradicted the December ISM Manufacturing
Index that showed a slowdown in manufacturing hiring, falling more than ﬁve
points to a 54.1 level. This is the lowest showing for this index since November
2016.
Especially noteworthy, new orders slowed by ten points to a 51.1 level that is
suddenly very close to breakeven 50. It means approximately half of the supply
managers surveyed saw an order slowdown. This is the lowest showing for
new orders since August 2016. Weakness is entirely on the domestic side, says
Econoday, as one of the few positives in December’s data is a six-tenth rise in
new export orders to 52.8 which is respectable for this particular reading.
The real question is, “What will economic growth look like in 2019?” It
will depend largely on a favorable outcome of the trade talks, which means a
lowering of the Trump tariﬀs that do little for American interests or American
consumers.
This is because higher tariﬀ fees get passed on to consumers, ultimately,
which pushes up inﬂation, then Federal Reserve interest rates; which cuts into
consumer spending. And then we have to worry about the soaring federal
deﬁcits, which means new taxes will be enacted sometime down the road.
However, this doesn’t worry Nobelist Paul Krugman at the moment, who
in a recent NYTimes Op-ed wrote, “There are things government should
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be spending money on even when jobs are plentiful—things like ﬁxing our
deteriorating infrastructure and helping children get education, healthcare,
and adequate nutrition. Such spending has big long-run payoﬀ, even in purely
monetary terms.”
The bottom line is money is cheap at the moment with the very low interest
rates, so this isn’t the time to worry about budget deﬁcits. It’s much more
important to be investing public monies into future growth and productivity
that could even prolong this business cycle, now in its tenth year of continuous
growth.

All advertising in this publication is subject to the
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Harlan Green has been the 16-year Editor-Publisher of PopularEconomics.com, a
weekly syndicated financial wire service. He writes a Popular Economics Weekly
Blog. He is an economic forecaster and teacher of real estate finance with 30-years
experience as a banker and mortgage broker. To reach Harlan call (805)452-7696 or
email editor@populareconomics.com
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JOBS
ADVERTISING ASTRONAUT
needed for VOICE Magazine.
This position will set goals to
increase local connections to
the marketplace, while adding
readership to one of SB’s best
read publications. Commission
and some expenses.
Call Mark, 805-965-6448.
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Enjoy a short pause from your
daily routine to envision your
best life and make a realistic
plan to bring it to fruition.
Sunday, January 20th, 2 to 6pm
Impact Hub Santa Barbara

1221 Chapala Street, Santa Barbara 93101
COST: $45
Register at:
https://app.moonclerk.com/pay/15judb5sfmtr

Yoga, Meditation,
and Life Planning
Workshop

Please bring your own yoga mat
towel, water bottle,
journal and something to write with.

Has your 2019 started without a plan? Don’t worry, that’s
the case for most people. Good news is... it’s never too late
to start. A realistic plan helps you get where you want to
go and simpliﬁes daily decisions, even if it veers off course
from time to time.
In this 4-hour life-planning workshop, we get serious
about priorities, speciﬁc about goals, and create a realistic
action plan that will guide you toward a successful future.
We focus on ways to master juggling the challenges
that inevitably confront us, and cultivate peace, joy, and
fulﬁllment in your life all while making a positive impact
for the greater good.

An introductory yoga class will get us moving, followed
by meditation and guided visioning to open our minds and
hearts to all that is possible. After that, we will have time
for guided journaling, discussion and time to envision and
plan out your next steps.

Participants will leave the workshop with a clearer focus of
their goals and how they want to reach them.
Yoga not for you? Not to worry! If you’ve never been to
a yoga class before, this might be a good time to watch
or participate. Yoga means different things to different
people and it is more than just movement. You can decide

A 4-HOUR MINI RETREAT
With Robin Elander
Director of Global Good
what feels good to you, and which aspects you may want to
incorporate in your life. Take what works for you and leave
what doesn’t. You won’t know until you try.
Robin Elander is the Director of Global Good Impact, (www.
globalgoodimpact.com) a company dedicated to empowering
individuals and building stronger communities through
educational programs, community projects and specialized
consulting. Robin has over 15 years of experience planning
hundreds of community building projects, initiatives and
events. She shows people how to overcome fears, mitigate
obstacles, make a plan and turn ideas into realities. She
enjoys working with individuals and organizations to make
positive impacts in their lives, and fostering connected,
thriving communities. Robin is also a trained yoga instructor
and lover of all things outdoors. She lives in Santa Barbara,
CA with her partner Rob and two teenage boys. Robin is also
the Executive Director of the Summer Solstice Celebration,
one of the largest parades and festivals on the West Coast.
Global Good Impact is based in Santa Barbara, CA.

Experience you can count on!

CHRIS AGNOLI
(805) 682-4304

chris@suncoastrealestate.com
www.chrisagnoli.com

CASCADE CAPITAL
(805) 688-9697

RENTALS
DRAMATIC OCEAN VIEW with no
steps. Remodeled. Top ﬂoor. Covered
parking on a dead end street. Only 6
blocks to the ocean and only 2 blocks
to the Mesa shopping Ctr. $2500/mo.
Call John at 805-451-4551
DRAMATIC OCEAN VIEW with no steps
and private deck. Remodeled. Top
ﬂoor, end unit. Covered parking on a
dead end street. Only 6 blocks to the
ocean and only 2 blocks to the Mesa
shopping Ctr. $3000/mo.
Call John at 805-451-4551

Fast Private Lending
1st & 2nd Trust Deeds
Commercial ~ Land
Mixed Use ~ Multifamily
No Tax Returns
Simple Documentation
No Minimum Credit

www.neilsteadman.com
CalBRE License #00461906

805.895.1799
805.895.1799
805.705.5334
805.895.1799
805.705.5334
www.TheSantaBarbaraLifestyle.com
805.705.5334

www.TheSantaBarbaraLifestyle.com
Top 2% of all Berkshire
www.TheSantaBarbaraLifestyle.com
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CalBRE: 00624274 / 01434616
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Santa Barbara Mortgage Interest Rates
Conforming Loans to $453,100

Conforming Jumbo Loans

(single family)

30-Year Fixed 15-Year Fixed
INSTITUTIONS

ARM**

$453,101-$625,700

30-Year Fixed

15-Year Fixed

ARM**

Jumbo Loans

$625,701 and Over
30-Year Fixed 15-Year Fixed

ARM**

Rate APR Down Rate APR Down Rate APR Down Rate APR Down Rate APR Down Rate APR Down Rate APR Down Rate APR Down Rate APR Down

DRAPER & KRAMER MORTGAGE CORP.
Please call for current rates: Russell Story, 805-895-8831
PARAGON MORTGAGE GROUP
Please call for current rates: 805-899-1390

HOMEBRIDGE FINANCIAL SERVICES
Please call for current rates: Erik Taiji, 805-895-8233, NMLS #322481

MONTECITO BANK & TRUST
Please call for current rates: 805-963-7511 • Coastal Housing Partnership Member
SB MORTGAGE
Harlan Green, Broker, 805-452-7696 *APR= 0 pts

UNION BANK
Please call for current rates: Teri Gauthier, 805-565-4571 • Coastal Housing Partnership Member
Rates are supplied by participating institutions prior to publishing deadline and are deemed reliable. They do not constitute a commitment to lend and are not guaranteed. For more information and additional loan types and rates, consumers should contact the
lender of their choice. CASA Santa Barbara cannot guarantee the accuracy and availability of quoted rates. All quotes are based on total points including loan. Rates are effective as of 1/10/19. ** Annual percentage rate subject to change after loan closing.

sgolis@radiusgroup.com
www.radiusgroup.com

